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• Boston startup working mostly in Python
• We help advertising and marketing companies reach consumers in 

emerging markets—and help the consumers pay for their mobile 
internet.

• We’re pretty much always looking for engineers: jana.com/careers
• We’ll pay up to $4k for a vacation—anywhere in the world you 

want to go!—for successful referrals.

http://jana.com/careers
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MAKE THE INTERNET FREE

PYTHON SCRIPTS
• You can use Python for just about anything:

– Web server code
– Systems code
– Shared, reusable libraries
– etc

• What I’m talking about today is simple scripts run from the 
command line

– In my experience you’re either doing some data analysis, or moving data 
from one place to another.

– We’ll sometimes call these “one-off ” scripts
– But how often have you said or thought, “oh I wrote a script once to do that

—let me dig it up”
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IT ALWAYS STARTS SIMPLE
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if __name__ == '__main__':
    raw_iris_data = sklearn.datasets.load_iris()
    rows = [list(r) for r in raw_iris_data.data]
    column_names = list(raw_iris_data['feature_names'])

    # add another column for 'species'. this shows up in another field called
    # 'target', but needs to be translated from a number into a name (the
    # number is an index into the target_names array)
    column_names.append('species')
    for row, species_index in zip(rows, raw_iris_data.target):
        row.append(raw_iris_data['target_names'][species_index])

    print('\t'.join(column_names))
    for row in rows:
        print('\t'.join([str(x) for x in row]))

“Could you get me this data? I need this one extra column as well.”

← load the data

← munge the data

← output the data
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BUT THAT’S HOW THEY LURE YOU IN
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“Oh, I also need column totals.”

    # compute the totals
    totals = [0 for column in column_names]
    for row in rows:
        for column_index, column_value in enumerate(row):
            # only sum number columns
            if not isinstance(column_value, basestring):
                totals[column_index] += column_value

    # output the totals row
    print('\t'.join([str(x) for x in totals]))
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OH, AND I ALSO NEED…
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if __name__ == '__main__':
    raw_iris_data = sklearn.datasets.load_iris()
    rows = [list(r) for r in raw_iris_data.data]
    column_names = list(raw_iris_data['feature_names'])

    # add another column for 'species'. this shows up in another field called
    # 'target', but needs to be translated from a number into a name (the
    # number is an index into the target_names array)
    column_names.append('species')
    for row, species_index in zip(rows, raw_iris_data.target):
        row.append(raw_iris_data['target_names'][species_index])

    print('\t'.join(column_names))
    for row in rows:
        print('\t'.join([str(x) for x in row]))

    # compute the totals
    totals = [0 for column in column_names]
    for row in rows:
        for column_index, column_value in enumerate(row):
            # only sum number columns
            if not isinstance(column_value, basestring):
                totals[column_index] += column_value

    # output the totals row
    print('\t'.join([str(x) for x in totals]))
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OK I ADMIT IT NOW I NEED TO ORGANIZE THIS CODE
• Deciding how much work to do now is one of the hardest things 

about software engineering.
• Evolution of the architecture as the problem becomes more 

complicated is fine (desirable, even).
• You don’t want to prematurely generalize or optimize—do just 

whatever you have to do for the current requirements.
• Scripts tend to be less “one-off ” than you think, and even in these 

cases readable, maintainable code should count as a “current 
requirement”.

• Fortunately, Python makes it really easy to write organized, well-
architected code—so it might not be as much work as you think.
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BREAKING IT INTO FUNCTIONS
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This is usually the first thing people think of, but it can be weird.

def add_species_column(column_names, rows,
                       species_rows, species_names):
    column_names.append('species')
    for row, species_index in zip(rows, species_rows):
        row.append(species_names[species_index])

def load_and_extend_iris_data():
    'returns a tuple, (column_names, rows, totals)'
    raw_iris_data = sklearn.datasets.load_iris()
    rows = [list(r) for r in raw_iris_data.data]
    column_names = list(raw_iris_data['feature_names'])

    add_species_column(column_names, rows,
                       raw_iris_data.target,
                       raw_iris_data['target_names'])

    totals = compute_totals(column_names, rows)

    return (column_names, rows, totals)

← ugh so many parameters

ugh return a triplet 
(or a dictionary)

← ugh so many parameters
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OFTEN, THE RIGHT ANSWER IS TO USE A CLASS
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class IrisData:
    def __init__(self):
        self.raw_data = sklearn.datasets.load_iris()
        self.rows = [list(r) for r in self.raw_data.data]
        self.column_names = list(self.raw_data['feature_names'])

        self.add_species_column()
        self.compute_totals()

    def add_species_column(self):
        species_names = self.raw_data['target_names']
        self.column_names.append('species')
        for row, species_index in zip(self.rows, self.raw_data.target):
            row.append(species_names[species_index])

    def compute_totals(self):
        self.totals = [0 for column in self.column_names]
        for row in self.rows:
            for column_index, column_value in enumerate(row):
                # only sum number columns
                if not isinstance(column_value, basestring):
                    self.totals[column_index] += column_value
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SUMMARY
• Even in scripts, your architecture should evolve as the amount of 

code increases.
• You might be frustrated by that because you think of your scripts as 

“one-off ”—don’t be! Embrace it.
• If you start to think you need globals, use a class! It’s OK to use 

classes in a script—use one as a blob where you can store all of 
your state.

• The fact that python classes are easy on the eyes helps.

Thanks!
github.com/Jana-Mobile/boston-python-scripts

technology.jana.com • @janatechteam
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http://github.com/Jana-Mobile/boston-python-scripts
http://technology.jana.com
http://twitter.com/janatechteam

